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Covid hits New
Zealand tropical
imports
Increasing supply chain disruption and
costs set to drive tropical fruit prices up
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facing higher prices for their
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also has issues because there are simply
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not as many flights as normal coming into

"The buy price for these products is
virtually the same. It's the cost of freight

the country.
According to a report from RNZ, the

that's putting it up, so as long as there are
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freight delays and issues the prices will
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on that product compared to seafreight.”

mangoes, pineapples and even table grapes
would be impacted.
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Doug Hamilton said increases in shipping
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costs would be passed on to the consumer.

mangoes, for example, out of South
America. There's a mango season where

"Pre-2020 there would be a ship for

you'd be pulling a tremendous amount of

example from the States every week. Now

volume

but

you're lucky to get one every three weeks,

because we're not sure of its arrival dates,
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because there are so many delays and

Hamilton told RNZ.
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risk and bringing that product in,” said
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